HBF Saves Costs and
Eliminates Downtime
Using BMC’s Next
Generation Technology
It’s been a great experience with BMC. The
transition from old to new was done quite well, and
we had customer support on weekly calls to ensure
the implementation went smoothly.
Pete Richardson | Senior Database Administrator for HBF

Company Overview
HBF Health Limited was established in 1941 to provide affordable health
insurance coverage to Western Australians, and is now the region’s leading
health insurance provider.

2 days to 2 hours
for data refresh

HBF currently has over 700 servers, 100 IT staff, and two data centers.
The system maintains up to 100 applications. The core apps are the health
insurance system application, member relationship management, integration
software, and HBF’s web and mobile sites.

The Business Goals: Increase Speed, Cut Costs, and
Minimize Downtime

Reduced downtime
with no business disruption

HBF sought to increase the speed and performance of its environment while
reducing downtime and impact to critical business processes during both
peak and non-peak times. HBF’s previous solution was extremely expensive
and was not being fully used by the IT staff and developers since it was very
labor intensive. HBF needed a way to replace that solution with an easy-to-use,
efficient, and highly effective alternative.

The Challenges: Improve
Data Refresh and Table
Maintenance

The main driver for HBF’s replacement decision was to improve the
test environment data refresh and table maintenance, specifically
the table reorganizations.
HBF had significant problems with data refresh, a challenge
that required immediate attention. In particular, the previous
product was highly unreliable, so the staff could not trust it to run
overnight or over the weekends without worry about extended
downtime and disruption to the business. The product also had
an impact on personnel, requiring full resources and manpower
to manage. To run data refresh before was extremely labor
intensive for HBF’s staff, requiring several days, holding up the
entire environment, and using full bandwidth of DBA resources.
HBF’s database administrators would have to completely halt the
environment for any data refresh, which disrupted the business
and any production processes.
For table reorganizations, the staff only performed reorgs against production
data. Homegrown and outdated scripts were not touched due to their
potential volatility. DBA staff resources were strained because HBF developers
were reluctant to utilize the product.

The Solution: NGT Copy
for Db2 , NGT Reorg for
Db2 , NGT Recover for
Db2 , Catalog Manager for
Db2 , and Apptune for Db2

In the words of HBF Senior Database Administrator Pete Richardson:
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The BMC solutions were able to cover our needs
for daily administration and maintenance tasks as well as
more specific needs outside such as environment refresh.
This allows us to have a single vendor solution across our
mainframe applications.
After taking inventory of HBF’s challenges and priorities, BMC worked closely
with HBF over the course of just a couple months to successfully implement
the Next Generation Technology (NGT) suite of solutions, from start to full
production. There were regular weekly meetings with BMC to ensure the
previous products were replaced and that the NGT implementation was on
track. The BMC account team took HBF through the entire process to ensure
everything was up and running smoothly after the switch was flipped.
HBF happily reports using the BMC suite of solutions for everyday database
administration, and unlike before, the developers are fully utilizing the
solutions. According to Robert Pitt, Application and Middleware Manager
for HBF, “We couldn’t do without it.”
In contrast to the previous product, BMC’s copy migration is entirely reliable
and can be trusted to run when no one is onsite. HBF’s staff has freed up
resources and gained peace of mind. The previous tool regularly failed as
it could not handle environmental differences, so they would only run it during
weekdays with the DBAs onsite to correct any problems. This meant that the
system was unavailable to developers and testers for at least one full day.

HBF replaced this inferior product with BMC’s NGT Copy for Db2 Copy Migrate
function, which went through with absolutely no problems. The staff can now
automate it to run overnight and the copy is complete before the developers
or DBAs are onsite in the morning.

Benefits

•

HBF now uses NGT Recover for Db2 and NGT Copy for Db2 for data refresh
and copy migration.

•

NGT Reorg for Db2 is used for weekly maintenance and ad-hoc use.

•

Catalog Manager for Db2 and Apptune for Db2 is used for daily
administration and troubleshooting tasks.

HBF’s data refresh has been a huge success since it can now be completed
overnight with minimal manual involvement. Table reorgs are now running for
non-prod environments, and the staff is able to archive old, archaic maintenance
scripts. Additionally, HBF can now reorg very large tablespaces in reduced time.
More importantly, these large table reorgs do not fail with sort space.
Other key benefits to HBF include:
•

Test data refresh has been cut from two days down to just two hours and is
completed outside of business hours, which means no business disruption.
Automation has been key to increasing the refresh speed.

•

Simplified database reorgs and elimination of reorg failures – HBF is able to
significantly reduce length of planned/unplanned outages.

•

Refreshes are now automated Sunday night and completed by Monday
morning when the HBF team arrives. Previously, refreshes would need to
be started manually on Monday morning and they would slow down while
business-as-usual work was done.

Learn More about These BMC Solutions
Visit the NGT Reorg for Db2 webpage
Visit the NGT Copy for Db2 webpage
Visit the NGT Recover for Db2 webpage
Visit the Catalog Manager for Db2 webpage
Visit the Apptune for Db2 webpage
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